Pioneers in the use of four-hands piano in jazz, Stephanie
Trick and Paolo Alderighi have earned widespread success
with their arrangements of classics from the stride piano, ragtime, and boogie woogie traditions, as well as from the Swing
Era and the Golden Age of Tin Pan Alley. Blending impeccable
technique with mature musicality, the piano duo has performed
across the United States, Europe, and Asia, winning the acclaim
of critics and fans alike.
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Stephanie Trick (from St. Louis), a leading exponent of stride
piano, and Paolo Alderighi (from Milan), one of Italy’s foremost jazz pianists, met at a piano festival in Switzerland in
2008. Three years later, they started to collaborate on a fourhands piano project dedicated to classic jazz, preparing arrangements of songs from the Swing Era, as well as drawing from the
ragtime and blues repertoire.
The four-hands piano duo has performed in a variety of venues,
including the Gilmore Keyboard Festival, Jazz at Filoli, the Musical Instrument Museum in Phoenix, the Kobe Jazz Street Festival in Japan, the London Jazz Festival, the Edinburgh Jazz &
Blues Festival, the Ascona Jazz Festival in Switzerland, the
Silkeborg Riverboat Jazz Festival in Denmark, the Bohém Ragtime & Jazz Festival in Hungary, Teatro Dal Verme Milano,
Jazzland in Vienna, Jazz Bistro in Toronto, and other jazz clubs.
Both Stephanie Trick and Paolo Alderighi have a background in
classical piano. Stephanie graduated cum laude from the University of Chicago with a Bachelor of Arts in Music. Paolo has a
degree in Piano Performance from the Giuseppe Verdi Conservatory in Milan, Italy, and also graduated cum laude from Bocconi University in Management of Arts, Culture and Communication
Stephanie and Paolo’s dedication to jazz and the repertoire of
early American popular music is accompanied in equal measure
by a desire to share its rich history, and they also perform in
schools and universities, as they believe in the importance of
educational outreach

7:00 p.m.
August 19, 2022

Lake Ozark Christian Church
Social Hour with Stephanie and Paolo from 5:30 to 6:30
Hors D’oeuvres included
$15

